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WEEK  LEARNING OBJECTIVE (NATIONAL 
CURRICULUM OR CHRIS QUIGLY) 

INTENDED OUTCOME CROSS-CURRICULAR 
LINKS 

1 Funny voices  

Exploring instruments and symbols  

 

Take part in singing, accurately following a 

melody.  

 

Maintain a simple part within a group.  

 

Imitate changes in pitch.  

Music Express p. 35  

Play funny voices name game to explore different ways 

of using the voice  

Each child says their name in turns in a disguised voice 
eg. Squeakily, grumpily, scarily. The class copy each 
name matching the character to the sound. Discuss 
how the child changed their voice – whose was the 
quietest/loudest/squeakiest.  
 
Play Jamaquacks to explore how symbols can be used 

to represent vocal sounds. print p. 36 

Jamaquacks are imaginary creatures who speak in a 
made up language. All sit in a circle and pass around 
bag containing jamaquack cards as you chant. The child 
holding the bag picks a card in turns making a vocal 
sound matching the card. Other children copy the 
sound. Show the card and ask whether the sound was a 
good match for the symbol and suggest any 
improvements. Continue then create a sequence 
following a set of cards. 
 

Play Start Conducting to understand how symbols 

can be used to represent instrumental sounds.  

English- Adverbs/suffixes  

 

Learning new vocabulary 

related to heroes topic  
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Listen to the CD to familiarise song. Sit in a 
circle. Divide the circle into four sections: 
shakers/scrapers/tappers/baeters. Show four 
cards (start conducting) and identify which card 
represents the way each sector’s instrument is 
played. As you sing the first verse, pass the pack 
of four cards around the ring, the children 
holding the pack at the end is the conductor and 
follows instructions given for the second verse.  

 

2 

 

 

Cartoon voices  

Exploring instruments and symbols 

 

Follow instructions on how and when to sing 

or play an instrument.  

 

Perform with control and awareness of 

others.  

 

Imitate changes in pitch. 

 

Create a sequence of long and short sounds.  

 

Create a mixture of different sounds (long 

Music Express p. 37 

 

Use the Jamaquack cards to make and perform 

sequences of vocal sounds. Play the game from session 

1 again but with 8 cards, allow children to have a go 

being the conductor. Which sequence is your favourite 

and why?  

 

Listen to cartoon strip to experience how sounds 

can tell a story  

Play the CD and ask children what the whole story is 
about (a trip to the park). What is happening in each 
scene? Listen carefully to everything you can hear.  
 
Use voices and body percussion to create a class 

improvisation of Cartoon Strip – print p. 38 

English- Create and 

represent a story  
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and short, loud and quiet, high and low).  

 

Sequence sounds to create an overall 

effect. 

Show the illustrated cartoon strip and ask children to 

suggest ways of making sounds to represent each 

scene using voices and body percussion. Perform a 

class improvisation – make a recording. Listen to the 

recording and evaluate its effectiveness.  

Do the sounds represent the scenes clearly?  
Were the children all making the agreed sounds? 
Should each scene be longer/shorter? Can every sound 
be heard? Should sounds be more frequent? Played by 
fewer children?  

 

 

3 

 

 

Cartoon tunes  

Exploring instruments and symbols 

 

Follow instructions on how and when to sing 

or play an instrument.  

 

Perform with control and awareness of 

others.  

 

Imitate changes in pitch. 

Music express p. 39 

 

Use instruments to create a class improvisation 

of cartoon strip  

Show children the cartoon strip, as a class, select 

instruments to interpret sounds in each scene. 

Draw and write the name of the instruments.  

 

Divide children into 8 groups, one group for each 

scene of the cartoon strip and allocate 

instruments. Give each group time to create a 

retell of the story using their instrument.  

 

English- retell a story 

 

Setting description  

 

 

Learning new vocabulary 

related to heroes topic  
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Perform a class improvisation. One child is the 

conductor and points to the group for the given 

scene. Choose children to enact the story as the 

children play.  

 

Play Hairy scary sounds matching game.  

Children hear another set of sounds that tell a 

story. As they listen children think about where 

the story is taking place (in rooms of a scary 

house or haunted castle). Ask which sounds occur 

more than once and separate the other sounds 

(squeaky door effect).  

Show children to hair scary rooms print p. 40 
Ask children to think what room is represented in 

the recording. (the ghost card – boo) discuss the 

occupants/objects in the rooms and the sounds 

they may make.  

Give children the cards and listen again. Children 

must order the rooms based on the order of the 

recording (match what they heard by numbering 

the rooms 1-7) 

When completed, listen again and say the order so 

children can check their answers  
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Skeletons, bats, rats, clock, creaky stairs, 
banging doors, wind)  

 

4 

 

 

The Hair Scary Castle  

Exploring instruments and symbols 

 

Follow instructions on how and when to sing 

or play an instrument.  

 

Perform with control and awareness of 

others.  

 

Imitate changes in pitch. 

 

Create a sequence of long and short sounds.  

 

Create a mixture of different sounds (long 

and short, loud and quiet, high and low).  

 

Sequence sounds to create an overall 

effect. 

 

Choose, order, combine and control sounds 

to create an effect.   

Music express – p. 42  

 

Compose Hair Scary music using instruments  

Divide the class into 7 groups, allocating one room 

from the castle each. Each group in turns selects 

their instruments and are given time to rehearse 

the sounds for each room. Listen to each of the 

groups performing their sounds. 

 The listening children comment and offer 

suggestions for improvements. 

 

Notate scary room sounds 

Give each group a large blank sheet of paper and 

ask them to think of ways in which to notate their 

room music (think about Jamaquacks wooshing 

wind – pitch line with word /shoooo’/ticking clock 

– illustration of dots.  

Each group perform their music, the listening 

groups comment on how well their score 

represents the music. 

Each group transfers their notate to the class 

English- retell a story 

 

Setting description  

 

 

Learning new vocabulary 

related to heroes topic  
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hair scary castle big sheet.  

Use blank Hair Scar Castle print p. 43 
Rehearse and perform The Hairy Scary Castle  

Appoint a conductor who will choose the route 

through the rooms, they direct the groups using a 

squeaky door sound and point to each groups door 

on the big sheet. At any time the conductor can 

stop the route and the whole class shouts boo!  

 

Perform and record a whole class performance.  

 

 


